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'"People have come to look at him simply because of his accomplishments as an artist". "From the beginning, he showed talent,". "He's a very. creative
person. He's very. intuitive,". "There were a lot of challenges that I. had to overcome to get to. my goals, as an artist,". "There's a big difference between.

being creative and being successful,. being creative and having the. thing recognized,". "I haven't had much time to be creative. since starting in college. It's
something that I. did in high school when I. was trying to figure out what I wanted to. do. I get a lot of inspiration from. other artists like Eric Gruen,. or

Charles Schonberg,". "There's a lot of freedom in. watercolors.. you can create things that. you never. could create in oil,". "He's very methodical,. he's very
creative at the. same time. He's a very controlled,. creative artist, who likes to paint. He's always looking for the new. technique and new way to do.

something. He's a very. smart. person,". "He is the most creative person. in the world. He comes up. with. interesting ideas,". "He's a very. intuitive person
who has. a very strong work ethic.. He has a. very good. imagination. He just. flows on to other. areas of life,". "My mother is, in a sense, my. model because

I can see. that she is a very. serious person, which she. isn't to me. She has. had a lot of success. and she is very. talented. She paints. I think I'm very.
influenced by her,". "I've always been very. creative. I think. the reason why I'm successful. is because I am creative,". "Art is my life. and painting is what I.

am doing. I've done.
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